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Abstract

In this paper� least�squares method with matrix decomposition is revisited and a

multiple model formulation is proposed� The proposed formulation takes advantage of

the well�established decomposition methods but possesses a multiple model structure

which leads to simpler and more �exible implementations� and produces more infor�

mation than the original least squares methods� Several application examples in signal

processing and system identi�cation are included� As a basic numerical analysis tool�

the proposed methods can be used in many di�erent application areas�

� Introduction

Least�squares method can be traced back to almost two hundred years ago when Gauss used

this simple method to calculate the orbits of the planets �Gauss ����� Barnard ��	
�� The

least squares method has ever since become one of the most widely used and most useful

numerical tools in almost all elds of science and engineering due to its simplicity in concept

and convenience in implementation�

Many of the real world problems would nally reduce to the problem of solving a set of

overdetermined linear simultaneous equations of the form
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or in a compact form

y �X � ���

where X � R
m�n is the coe�cient matrix and y � R

m�� is the observation vector� � �

R
n�� is the vector of the unknowns to be solved� This is one of the most commonly
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encountered least�squares problems� though the method of least�squares can apply to a

much greater range of problems�

The least�squares method aims to nd the solution �� � ����� ���� � � � � ��n� that minimizes

the sum of squares of the di�erence between the observed data �the observation vector� and

their estimated values� which is

�� � argmin
�
jjy �X�jj� �
�

where jj � jj� denotes the Euclidian vector norm� According to Gauss�s Theorem of Least�

Squares �Barnard ��	
�� the least�squares solution �� to equation ��� is given by the following

normal equation

�X�X�� �X�y ���

Conceptually� the least�squares solution to ��� can be trivially obtained by solving the above

normal equation� then the solution can be obtained by symmetric Gaussian elimination if

X�X is invertible
�� � �X�X���X�y ���

and the loss function �sum of squared residuals� is given by

J � �y �X���� �y �X��� �	�

In practice� however� the least�squares problem is almost never solved in this way due to the

poor numerical performance when the covariance matrix involved is ill�conditioned �Lawson

� Hanson ����� Golub � Loan ������ Much e�ort has been devoted to the improvement of

the numerical properties of the least�squares method� among which matrix decomposition is

one of the most successful endeavors� The Cholesky decomposition� QR decomposition and

singular value decomposition �SVD� �Bj�orck ����� Golub � Loan ����� Forsyth et al� �����

Dahlquist � Bj�orck ����� Stewart ���
� are some of the commonly used decomposition

techniques� among which the QR and SVD decompositions are the most celebrated� For

instance� the data matrixX in equation ��� can be decomposed with the QR decomposition

as

X � Q

�
R

�

�
and Q�y �

�
z�

z�

�
���

and the least�squares estimate is then given by solving

R� � z�

and the loss function is given by

J � jjy �X ��jj� � jjz�jj�

Obviously� the decomposition methods are used solely as a numerical enhancement to the

least�squares method� In this paper� however� the matrix decomposition techniques used

for solving least�squares problems are investigated from a di�erent standpoint� By working

on the augmented least�squares problem� deeper insight into the least�squares principle is

obtained which shows that the decomposition least�squares method can produce much more

information than conventional least�squares� and also with a simpler and more compact

implementation structure�
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� Multiple Model Decomposition Least�Squares

The least�squares problem dened in ��� or ��� can be represented in a slightly di�erent

form

�X��y�

�
�

�

�
� e ���

or
�X �� � e ���

This is called the augmented system� �X is called the augmented data matrix and �� is called

the augmented solution vector� In this paper� we will be focusing on the augmented data

matrix �X and show that the least�squares problem dened in ��� actually contains much

more information than just the solution vector �� By appropriate decomposition of the

augmented data matrix� all this information can be extracted and made explicit in useful

forms� Many of the well�established decomposition methods such as LU�LDLT� Cholesky�

QR� UDUT can all be used to extract the information� However� for simplicity of notation

and convenience of presentation� we will in this section use the LDLT �symmetrical matrix�

and LDU decomposition �non�symmetrical matrix� methods to illustrate the concept of

this type of decomposition least�squares methods� For practical implementation� which is

discussed in Section ���� the QR decomposition is recommended because of its superior

numerical reliability�

��� Forward Decomposition Least�Squares

Rewrite the the augmented data matrix �X into columns

�X � �x��x�� � � � �xn��y�

and consider the following n sets of simultaneous equations������������

� ��x� � e�
u��x� ��x� �e�
u��x��u��x� ��x� �e�

���

u�nx��u�nx��� � ��un���nxn�� ��xn �en��
��x�� ��x��� � �� �n��xn����nxn��y �en

����

Obviously� the last equation is the the original least�squares problem dened in ��� or ����

The other rows dene some additional equations� The equations can be re�written into a

matrix form as�
������������

x� x� x� � � � xn �y

�
������������

�
���������

� u�� u�� � � � u�n ��
� u�� � � � u�n ��

� � � � u�n ��
� � �

���
���

� �n
�

�
���������
� E ����

or in the compact form
�X U � E ����






The least�squares solutions for all the above n sets of linear equations can be produced�

simultaneously� by a simple decomposition� This is stated as the following theorem�

Theorem � �Forward Decomposition Least�Squares�

Assuming that the augmented coe�cient matrix �X is de�ned in ��� and is non�singular�

de�ne following LDLT decomposition

S � �X
� �X � LDL� ��
�

where L is unit lower triangular and D is diagonal	 Then L and D simultaneously provide

all the least�squares solutions and loss functions for the n sets of linear equations de�ned

by �
�� or �

� in the form

	
U � L�� �unit upper triangular�

D � D �diagonal�
����

where ��� stands for matrix transpose and inverse� U and D are called the solution and

loss function matrices respectively	

Obviously� the conventional least�squares �
� problem is only a subset of the augmented

least�squares problem� Proof of this theorem can be found in Appendix A�

The solution matrix U in ���� is analog to the solution vector ��� in conventional least�

squares� and contains all the least�squares solutions to all the equations in ����� The loss

function matrix D is in analog to the loss function �scalar� in �	�� It contains the loss

functions �sum of the squared residuals� for the least�squares solutions to all the equations

in ����� The n additional sets of linear simultaneous equations are produced without any

additional computational cost� Although here the extra n sets of equations do not seem to

have very specic practical signicance� in parameter estimation� however� with an appro�

priate formulation of the data vector� they constitute all the lower order models� This is

discussed in details in Section 
�

Example � �Forward Decomposition Least�Squares�

Consider the following linear simultaneous equations

X� � y ����

with

X �

�
� � � 


� � 	

� � �

�
� � �x��x��x��� y �

�
� ��

��


�

�
�

where rank�X� � 
 and cond�X� � 
�� This is a well�conditioned matrix� Apply the

standard LDLT decomposition to the augmented data matrix

S � �X� �y�� �X� �y� � LDL�

then the solution and loss function matrices are given by

U � L�� �

�
���
� ������� ������ 
�����

� ������� ������

� ������

�

�
���

D �D � diag�		����� ������� �
����� �������

�



which can be written into 
 sets of equations as
���� �������x� � �x� ��������

�������x� � ������x� � �x� ��
�����

�
�����x� � ������x� � ������x� � �y ��������

��	�

The numbers in the brackets are the corresponding loss functions� The last set of equations

is obviously the original linear equations that is dened by ����� The least�squares solution

provided in the last column of U� namely �� � �
������ ������� ��������� is the best linear

least�squares t of y by x��x��x�� The least�squares tting error �the loss function� is given

by the last element of D as zero since the solution �� agrees to the true solution �
� �� ��� �

Note that the third column of matrix U gives the best linear least�squares t of x� with

x� and x�� which is the second set of equations in ��	�� The loss function is given by the

third element in D� Similarly� the second column of U gives the t of x� with x� and the

corresponding loss function is given by the second element in D�

Conventional methods can work equally well� However� with approximately the same

amount of computational e�ort� the conventional implementation of the least�squares method

does not produce any information other than the least�squares solution ���

��� Backward Decomposition Least�Squares Method

If the the augmented data matrix �X is formulated as follows

�X � ��y�x��x�� � � � �xn�

and consider the following n sets of equations������������

y � e� ��

y � e� �u��x�
y � e� �u��x��u��x�

���

y � en���u�nx��u�nx�� � � ��un���nxn��
y � en ���x� ���x� � � � ���n��xn�� ��nxn

����

that is� each set of equations uses the x vectors to t the observation vector y� which

obviously makes more sense than those in ����� The di�erent set of equations di�er in the

number of x vectors �ranging from � to n� used for tting y� Again� the last equation is

the original least�squares problem dened in ��� or ����

Rewrite Equation ���� into a matrix form as
�
����������
�y x� x� � � � xn�� xn

�
����������

�
���������

� � � � � � � �

u�� u�� � � � u�n ��
u�� � � � u�n ��

� � �
���

���

un���n �n��
�n

�
���������
� E ����

where E is the error matrix of appropriate dimension� In a more compact form

�X U � E ����

The solution matrix U is then given by the following theorem�

�



Theorem � �Backward Decomposition Least�Squares�

For the least�squares problem de�ned in ���� de�ne the �non�symmetric� augmented data

product matrix S as

S � ��y�X�� �X��y�

and decompose S with LDU decomposition into S � LDU � the least�squares solution

matrix U and the corresponding loss function matrix D for the n sets of linear equations

in �
�� or �
�� are then given by

	
U � unilead�L���

D � diag�E�E�
����

where the residual matrix E is calculated by �
��	

Here �unilead�A�� means that all the leading element of each column is unity� This can

be readily achieved by dividing every column of the matrix A by the rst element of that

column� A better implementation is provided in Section ���� Proof of this theorem is in

Appendix B�

Example � �Backward Decomposition Least�Squares�

Consider the same example as Example �� Apply the LDU decomposition to the augmented

data matrix

S � ��y�X�� �X��y� � LDU

then the solution and loss function matrices U and D are given by

U �

�
���
� � � �

������ ������� 
�����

������ ������

������

�
���

D � diag����
��� �
����� �
����� �������

which provides the least�squares solutions as the following three sets of equations

���� y � �������x� ��
�����

y � �������x� � ������x� ��
�����

y � �
�����x� � ������x� � ������x� ��������

����

That is� the last column of U gives the least�squares solution to the original equations� which

is the third set of equations in ����� The third column of matrix U gives the observation

vector y as the best linear combination� in least�squares sense� of the two vectors x� and

x�� which is the second set of equations in ����� The second column of U gives the least�

squares t of y with a single vector x�� The corresponding loss functions for the above

three equations are given by the �nd� 
rd and �th elements in matrix D respectively�

A comparison of Example � with Example � reveals that the results here are more natural

and meaningful�

��� Generalization� Multiple Model Least�Squares

With the augmented equations� the least�squares problem in �
� can be redened as follows

��� � argmin
��
jj �X��jj� subject to ��n�� � � ����

	



This is a more general form for least�squares problems� The least�squares method with QR

decomposition then becomes
�X � QR � QDU ��
�

whereD and U is the further decomposition of the triangular matrix R and has a diagonal

and unit upper triangular form respectively� The least�squares solution can then be directly

read o� from the last column of U�� and the corresponding loss function is read o� from

the last diagonal element of D� In addition� matrix Q is not explicitely needed so both

computation and storage can be saved or reduced� For example� in the QR decomposition�

�X � �Q��Q��

�
R

�

�
� Q�R

then only the Q� part of the orthogonal matrix Q needs to be calculated�

As a generalization� the following three least�squares problems can be dened with the

same cost function ����� That is�

�� Forward Prediction Least�Squares�

��� � argmin
��
jj �X��jj� subject to ��n�� � � ����

�� Backward Prediction Least�Squares�

��� � argmin
��
jj �X��jj� subject to ��� � � ����


� Total Least�Squares

��� � argmin
��
jj �X��jj� subject to jj��jj� � � ��	�

In fact� we can go one step further� that is� to extend the conventional single model

least�squares method as dened in ���� into a multiple model form� without increasing the

computational e�ort�

Consider the following extension of the least�squares problem ���

�X	 � E ����

where �X � R
m��n��� is dened in ��� and 	 is a square solution matrix of dimension

�n � �� � �n � ��� Compared with the conventional least�squares method dened in ���

which solves for one set of equations� equation ���� denes n � � sets of equations and is

referred to as multiple models� The structure of the conventional least�squares and multiple

model least�squares can be depicted as in Figure �� where it is clear that conventional

least�squares can be treated as a subset of the multiple model least�squares�

The multiple model least�squares is dened as follows

De
nition � �Multiple Model Least�Squares�

For the multiple equations de�ned in ����� the least�squares estimate of the solution matrix

is de�ned as

U � argmin
	

jj �X	jj�� ����

where �X � R
m�n is the augmented data matrix and can take any form	 	 is the solution

matrix with a user speci�ed special structure	

�
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Multiple Model Least-Squares

EX

Least-Squares

U

θ eX

Figure �� Least�Squares vs Multiple Model Least�Squares

Orthogonal transformations are the natural choices for the multiple model least�squares

problem� Here is this paper� we consider the QR and singular value decomposition methods�

For the QR decomposition shown in ��
�� the MMLS criterion ���� becomes

U � argmin
	

jj �X	jj� � argmin
	

jjR	jj�

which indicates that the R matrix contains the same amount of information as �X in terms

of meeting the MMLS criterion ����� The following are the two special structures for 	

that are discussed in this Sections ��� and ����

�� 	 is restricted to an upper triangular matrix with all its diagonal elements being unity

U �

�
���������

� u�� u�� � � � u�n ��
� u�� � � � u�n ��

� � � � u�n ��
� � �

���
���

� �n
�

�
���������

����

This is the structure that is discussed in Section ��� and will be referred to as the

forward MMLS method�

�� 	 is assumed to be an upper triangular matrix with its rst row being unity

U �

�
���������

� � � � � � � �

u�� u�� � � � u�n ��
u�� � � � u�n ��

� � �
���

���

un���n �n��
�n

�
���������

�
��

This is the structure that is discussed in Section ��� and will be referred to as the

backward MMLS method�

�



Consequently� with QR decomposition� the multiple model least�squares problem becomes

that of extracting the useful information fromR in an e�cient and explicit form such as ����

and �
��� The leftover of the R matrix after the extraction� which is a diagonal matrix� is

the corresponding loss function matrix�

Obviously� an appropriate combination of the data matrix structure and the decompo�

sition method can leads to several useful structures� For example

�� If the augmented data matrix is arranged in the form of

�X � �x��x�� � � � �xn��y�

the applying the forward and backward decompositions �Theorem � and Theorem ��

respectively leads to the results shown in Figures �a and �b� where each arrow repre�

sents a set of equations� For instance� the bottom arrow in Figures �a implies tting

y with x��x�� � � � �xn�

�� If the order of the columns in the data matrix is reversed as

�X � ��y�xn� � � � �x��x��

then applying Theorem � and Theorem � produces the solutions and loss functions

for the equations represented by Figures �c and �d�

x x x x x x x y1 2 3 4 5 n-1 n

(c) (d)

(a) (b)

Order

Order

2
3
4
5

n-1
n

..

.

...

2
3
4
5

n-1
n

..

.

x x x x x x y1 2 3 4 5 n-1 n

......

1

1

...

x x x x x x xy 1 2 3 4 5 n-1 n x x x x x x xy 1 2 3 4 5 n-1 n

x

Figure �� Di�erent Model Structures

Another obvious choice of orthogonal decomposition is the singular value decomposition

�Golub � Loan ������ where the augmented data matrix �X is decomposed into

�X � USV � �
��

�



U and V are two orthogonal matrices and S is a diagonal matrix that contains all the

singular values of matrix �X as its diagonal elements� If the parameter matrix 	 in ���� is

assumed to be orthogonal� then the best parameter matrix U for 	 is given by

U � V �� � V �
��

From Hu�el � Vandewalle ������ it is known that the last column of U gives the Total

Least�Squares solution to ����� In parameter estimation� total least�squares problem is

also called the Error in Variable problem� In least�squares method the variable to be

tted �corresponding to the � in the augmented parameter vector� is assumed to be noise�

corrupted and other variables are noise free� The total least�squares method� on the other

hand� assumes that all the variables are contaminated by noise� Details on total least�squares

can be found in Hu�el � Vandewalle ������ and Golub � Loan �������

Notice that there is not any restrictions posed on the structure of the data matrix� In

another words� given an arbitrary matrix �X� the forward and backward MMLS provides

the information on various forms of linear dependence among its columns as shown in

Figure �� The linear dependence is uniquely and conveniently determined and interpreted

by equation �����

��� Implementation

In previous sections� the LDU�LDLT decomposition methods are used to explain the prin�

ciple of the multiple model least�squares method just for ease of presentation� However�

forming the data product matrix may lose precision due to nite word length and roundo�

errors� As a result� the QR decomposition� which works directly on the data matrix� is

always recommended for practical application� This section presents the implementation of

the MMLS with QR decomposition�

First of all� the QR decomposition is related to the LU�LDLT and Cholesky decompo�

sitions as follows� Given the symmetrical matrix S � �X
� �X� the following decompositions

LDLT Decomposition� S � LDL�

LU Decomposition� S � LU

Cholesky Decomposition� S � GG�

QR Decomposition� �X � QR

are related to each other by

U �DL� � G � LD���� R �G�

Theoretically� all these decompositions can produce exactly the same results� Choosing QR

as our decomposition method is solely for its superior numerical properties over others�

The general procedure for MMLS with QR is thus as follows� First do a standard QR

decomposition �Bj�orck ����� for instance� to the augmented data matrix� Then extract

the parameter and loss function matrix according to the special structure of the parameter

matrix� For the forward MMLS� the extraction is trivially done by

D � diag�R��� U � R�� diag�R�

For the backward MMLS� the stepwise procedures shown in Table � can be used�

��



d�n� � R�n� n��

z � R�� � n� �� n�

for k � n� � downto �

d�k� � d�k � �� � z��k�

y � z�� � k�

y�k� � z�k��R�k� k�

for i � k � � downto �

y�i� � �z�i��R�i� i� � � k�y�i� � � k���R�i� i�

U�� � k� k� � y

Table �� Backward MMLS Procedure

Up to now� full rank of the coe�cient matrixX has been assumed� In practice� however�

it is often required to handle rank�decient least�squares problems� in which the equations

in ��� are correlated with each other� In this case� the decomposition methods discussed

above will run into numerical problems and special caution should be taken� However� with

a small modication� the above decomposition methods can always give a solution� This is

stated as follows

Property � Assuming that the augmented data matrix �X is singular with a mathematical

rank rank� �X� � n� � n� if the �R matrix from the QR decomposition �X is given by

R �

�
R�� R��

� �

�
� with R��� n� � n� non�singular

then


	 matrix R can be uniquely decomposed into the partitioned form

R �

�
R�� R��

� �

�
�

�
D��

�

��
U�� U ��

� I

�

�	 the principal submatrix R�� satis�es

R�� �D��U ��

here R�� � R
n��n� � R�� � R

n��n� and n� � n� � n	 U �� is unit�upper triangular� D�� is

diagonal� all with appropriate dimensions determined by the partitioning of R	

The following remarks can be made regarding this property

�� If R is non�singular� then the above decomposition is the same as the normal QR

decomposition� The interpretation of the decomposition result follows Theorems �

and ��

�� For singular �X matrix� the solution to the original equations ��� is not unique� How�

ever� the last column of U gives one of the many possible solutions� which is one of

those so�called the basic solution �Golub � Loan ����� that has the minimum number

of non�zeros�

��




� The R�� matrix represents the non�singular part of the full matrix R� For many

applications such as parameter estimation� this is the only part that is of interest to

us and R�� can be simply ignored� In addition� since R�� �D��U��� it is not di�cult

to prove that U�� � U
��
�� gives all the solutions of the non�singular equations �i�e�� the

rst n� sets of equations� and D �D�� gives all the corresponding loss functions� In

terms of implementation� since the decomposition of the R matrix starts from the top

left corner� the decomposition can just stop when the rst zero diagonal element of D

is encountered� This provides a simple and practical method for handling singularity

of the linear equations�

�� In many of the signal processing applications �e�g�� parameter estimation�� the rst

zero diagonal element in D� i�e�� dn���� indicates the starting of rank deciency� Its

index n� gives the rank of the coe�cient matrix R as rank�R� � n��

�� The diagonal element of D being zero only indicates that the corresponding least�

squares solution in U is exact� but does not guarantee that it is unique�

� Application in Parameter Estimation

The examples in Sections ��� and ��� shows how the decomposition methods can be used for

solving linear simultaneous equations� As basic numerical tools� however� the decomposi�

tion least�squares methods proposed in this paper can be used in many di�erent application

areas� This section give some application examples of the decomposition methods to signal

processing� particularly parameter estimation� For a general background on system iden�

tication� see Ljung ������ or S�oderstr�om � Stoica ������� For an introduction on signal

processing see Haykin �������

Assume that a set of input�output data are collected from the system under investigation

as

� � � � fu���� z���g� fu���� z���g� � � � � fu�N�� z�N�g �

�

where u��� and z��� are the system input and output respectively� N is the total number

of the input�output data pairs� or the data length� The following sections provide some

examples of the application of the MMLS method�

��� Forward and Backward Prediction

Model based prediction is widely used in many elds such as signal processing �Haykin �����

and control � Astr�om � Wittenmark ������ Here some formulations and interpretations

based on the multiple model least�squares are presented with the main focus on the multiple

model structures of the prediction models�

Assuming that the data vector is constructed as

��t� � ��z�t� n�� u�t� n�� � � � ��z�t� ��� u�t� ����z�t���

The corresponding data matrix is� obviously�

��N� �
h
�z�N � n��u�N � n�� � � � ��z�N � ���u�N � ����z�N�

i

where z�N � i�� i � �� �� � � � � n is a stack of output z from z�n � i � �� upto z�N � i��

u�N � i� is a column of input u from u�n� i��� to u�N � i�� Then we have the following

two situations

��



�� Forward Prediction Models� If the forward multiple model least�squares �Theo�

rem �� is used� the resulting parameter matrix U and loss function matrix D give the

parameter estimates and corresponding loss functions for all the following prediction

models ����������

z�t� n� �� u�t� n�

z�t� n�� u�t� n� �� z�t� n� ��
���

z�t� n�� u�t� n�� � � � � z�t� ��� �� u�t� ��

z�t� n�� u�t� n�� � � � � z�t� ��� u�t� �� �� z�t�

where ���� means to use the variables on the left hand side to predict�t the right

hand side� Parameter estimation of this type of models are thoroughly discussed in�

e�g�� Niu � Fisher �����a�� Niu et al� ������ or Niu � Fisher �����b�� Note that this

is the case with Figure �a�

�� Backward Prediction Models� If the backward multiple model least�squares

�Theorem �� is used� then the resulting parameter and loss function matrices provide

all the parameter estimates and corresponding loss functions for the following models

����������

z�t� n� �� u�t� n�

z�t� n� �� u�t� n�� z�t� n� ��
���

z�t� n� �� u�t� n�� z�t� n� ��� � � � � u�t� ��

z�t� n� �� u�t� n�� z�t� n� ��� � � � � u�t� ��� z�t�

These are the so�called backward prediction models and are used in signal processing�

see Haykin ������� This corresponds to Figure �b�

Now if the order of the elements in the data vector ��t� are reversed� that is

��t� � ��z�t�� u�t� ����z�t� ��� � � � � u�t� n���z�t� n���

and the corresponding data matrix is given by

��N� �
h
�z�N��u�t� ����z�t� ��� � � � �u�t� n���z�t� n�

i

then the following results follow

�� Backward Prediction Models� Now the forward multiple model least�squares

method applying to the data matrix provides the parameter matrix U and loss function

matrix D for the following back prediction models

����������

z�t� �� u�t� ��

z�t�� u�t� �� �� z�t� ��
���

z�t�� u�t� ��� � � � � z�t� n� ��� �� u�t� n�

z�t�� u�t� ��� � � � � z�t� n� ��� u�t� n� �� z�t� n�

This structure corresponds to Figure �c�

�




�� Forward Prediction Models� If the backward decomposition least�squares �The�

orem �� is used� then the resulting parameter and loss function matrices provide all

the parameter estimates and corresponding loss functions for the forward prediction

models of the form����������

z�t� �� u�t� ��

z�t� �� u�t� ��� z�t� ��
���

z�t� �� u�t� ��� z�t� ��� � � � � u�t� n�

z�t� �� u�t� ��� z�t� ��� � � � � u�t� n�� z�t� n�

This is the case shown in Figure �d�

Keeping in mind the multiple model structure as our goal� by choosing the right combination

of the decomposition method and data vector structure� we can basically meet almost all

our need in signal processing and system identication� The FIR coe�cient identication

and time delay estimation discussed in the next sections can be treated as special cases of

the above combinations�

��� Estimation of FIR Parameters

Although identifying FIR coe�cients can be treated as a special case of the general pa�

rameter estimation problem� however� due to its special importance and widespread use� it

deserves some special discussion�

If the data vector ��t� is dened as follows

��t� � ��z�t�� u�t� ��� u�t� ��� � � � � u�t� n� ��� u�t� n���

the corresponding data matrix is then given by

��N� � ��z�N��u�N � ���u�N � ��� � � � �u�N � n� ��� z�N � n��

Then the backward multiple model least�squares provides� in the matrices U and D respec�

tively� all the parameter estimates and loss functions for the following FIR models
����������

z�t� �� u�t� ��

z�t� �� u�t� ��� u�t� ��
���

z�t� �� u�t� ��� u�t� ��� � � � � u�t� n� ��

z�t� �� u�t� ��� u�t� ��� � � � � u�t� n� ��� u�t� n�

The multiple model structure can be very useful for certain applications� For instance� the

Laguerre model identication �Dumont et al� ����� Wahlberg � Hannan ����� is covered by

this structure� By pretreating the system inputs with a series of lters into some orthonor�

mal variables and taking these variables as the inputs to the FIR identication scheme�

the Laguerre model structure substantially reduces the number of FIR coe�cients needed

for describing a system� However� an important question remains on how many of these

orthonormal variable should be used� With the above decomposition method to identify

the Laguerre FIR model� not only are the parameter estimates of all orders simultaneously

provided� the determining of the number of orthonormal variables �or the number of input

lters� also becomes very straightforward and convenient�

��



��� Identi�cation of Time Delay

By selecting a special structure for the data vector� the system time delay can also be easily

determined� The basic strategy is still an exhaustive search among all the possible time

delay� however� the special structure of the decomposition least�squares method makes the

search much more e�cient�

The main idea is to use a second �or rst� model to try out all the possible time delay

in the range specied by the user� The time delay that leads to the smallest loss function

is then the estimated time delay�

Assuming that the time delay is in the range ��� nk�� dene the data vector as

��t� � ��z�t���z�t� ����z�t� ���

u�t� nk � ��� u�t� nk � ��� � � � � u�t� ��� u�t� ���
�

and decomposing the resulting data product matrix with Theorem �� it is found that the

loss functions� provided in D decreases as order increases� and stays !at after the order

is higher that a certain value� A closer look into the structure of the data vector readily

reveals that the number of the trailing constant loss functions in the loss function matrix

D actually equals the number of time delays for this system�

� Conclusions

This paper presents a multiple model formulation for least�squares problems� Matrix de�

composition methods such as LU� LDLT� Cholesky and QR decompositions can all be used

for solving multiple model least�squares problems though the preferred�recommended is the

QR decomposition method� The new formulations provides more !exibility� produces more

information and leads to more convenient implementation and interpretation�

As basic numerical tools� the proposed methods can be used in many di�erent elds�

Among them� solving linear equations and parameter estimation are presented by examples�
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A Proof of the Forward Decomposition

Assume that the data product matrix is given by S � �X
� �X in Lemma �� Since it is

symmetrical� it can be decomposed into LDLT decomposed form as

S � LDL� �
��

Assuming that the parameter and loss function matrices are given by

U � L�� � D �D � diag�U �

respectively� then the error matrix for U is given by

E � �X U

and the loss function matrix D can be rewritten as

D � E�E � U
� �X

�
X U

�	



Now assume that there exists another parameter matrix V � with exactly the same unit

upper triangular structure as U� but gives a smaller loss function matrix� that is

Assumption� U
� �X

� �X U� V � �X
� �XV � � �positive denite� �
��

From �
��� bearing in mind that D �D� we have

D� V �LDL�V � � �
	�

Dene G � V �L� then clearly G is a unit lower triangular matrix� with all its diagonal

elements gii � �� i � ���m�� With this in mind� the diagonal elements of the left hand side

of �
	� becomes

�D�GDG� �ij

� di �

iX
j	�

gij di gij

� di � di

iX
j	�

g�ij

� di � di

�
�i��X
j	�

g�ij � g�ii

�
�

� di � di

�
�i��X
j	�

g�ij � �

�
�

� �di

i��X
j	�

g�ij

The data product matrix S is assumed to be positive denite� which implies di � � for

i � ���m�� therefore� to satisfy our assumption �equation 
��� we can only have

gij � �� j � �� � � � � i� �� i � �� � � � �m

which implies that G is an identity matrix

G � V �L � I

or equivalently

V � L�� � U

That is� U is the parameter matrix that leads to the smallest least squares errors� therefore

U is the least�squares parameter matrix� and D is the corresponding loss function matrix�

B Proof of the Backward Decomposition

First of all� we dene some more notations which will be used solely for this section�

From ����

�X �
h
�y�x��x�� � � � �xn���xn

i

��



�


�y�H�xn

�
� ��y�X � �
��

�� � ��� ��� ��� � � � � �n��� �n�
� �
��

�� �
h
�� 	�� 	�� � � � � 	n��� �

i�
� ����� ��� �
��

The least�squares solution for ��� is given by minimizing the following criterion

J � min
�
jjy �X�jj� ����

which leads to the normal equation in ����� In order to solve the multiple equations in �����

we need to consider the following criterion instead

J � min
���

�
�

��
jjxn � ��H�� �y�jj�

�
����

Assuming � �

�
�

�

�
��� it is found that J in ���� is equivalent to that in ���� since

J � min
���

�
jj
�

�
xn �H

�

�
� yjj�

�

The cost function ���� can be written into

J �
�

��
�xn �H�� �y�

�
�xn �H�� �y� ����

Setting the derivative of J with respect to � to zero� i�e��


 J


�
� �

and through some manipulation� we have

H� ��y�H�

�
�

�

�
�H�xn ��
�

Similarly� taking the derivative of J w�r�t � as zero and by some rearrangement� we have

x�n��y�H�

�
�

�

�
� x�nxn ����

Combine equations ��
� and ����� we have

�
H�

xn

�
��y�H�

�
�

�

�
�

�
H�

xn

�
xn

or

X� ��y�H�

�
�

�

�
�X�xn ����

which is the normal equation for solving � and �� Consequently� the desired least�squares

solution �� can be obtained by

�� �

�
�
�
�
�
�

�
� ��	�

��



Following the same concept as the forward decomposition �Section ����� the augmented

information matrix can be formulated as

S � ��y�X�� �X ��y� ����

and LU factorization provides all the estimated ��s and �s that can be easily converted

with ��	� into the solution vector �� for all the equations listed in �����

��


